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Teaching Faculty University Affiliation

Aaron Gell Journalist
Aisha Khan NYU Anthropology
Allyson Paty NYU Gallatin School of Individualized Study
Amy Johnson Columbia University English
Anthony Galluzzo City College of New York English
Andrew R. Bell NYU Environmental Studies
Andrew Ross NYU Social and Cultural Analysis
Arlene Ducao NYU Tandon School of Engineering
Ashley Hamilton University of Denver Theater
Aurora Wallace NYU Media, Culture, and Communication
Bryonn Bain NYU Gallatin School of Individualized Study
Carol Tosone NYU Silver School of Social Work
Carolyn Dinshaw NYU Social and Cultural Analysis and English Chase Madar Attorney, Author, and
Journalist

Chinnie Ding NYU Gallatin School of Individualized Study

Danis Banks Adjunct Writing Instructor

Dennis Kunichoff NYU Langone Health

Dolly Chugh NYU Stern School of Business

Drew Bush McGill University Geography & School of Environment

Elaine Freedgood NYU English

Ethan Loewi NYU Creative Writing

Frankie Edozien NYU Journalism

Gabe Heller NYU Expository Writing Program

George Shulman NYU Gallatin School of Individualized Study Gianpaolo Baiocchi NYU Gallatin School of Individualized Study Gian Luca Clementi NYU Stern School of Business

Jeff Manza NYU Department of Sociology

Jordan Carver NYU Social and Cultural Analysis

Julia Mendoza NYU Social and Cultural Analysis

Julie Avina NYU Public Health

Julie Livingston NYU History and Social & Cultural Analysis Kaitlin Noss NYU Social and Cultural Analysis
Karl Appuhn  NYU History; Italian
Kimberly Wilson  Producer and Host of Beyond Prisons podcast  Kristin Ross  NYU Comparative Literature
Laura Slatkin  NYU Gallatin Distinguished Professor in Interdisciplinary Studies
Laurie Woodard  City College of New York History

PEP Postdoctoral Fellow 2019-2020; University of Kentucky
Lydia Pelot-Hobbs  Geography, African American & Africana Studies
Michael Ralph  NYU Social and Cultural Analysis  Nikhil Goyal  Author and Sociologist
Nikhil Pal Singh  NYU History; Social and Cultural Analysis
Piper Anderson  NYU Gallatin School of Individualized Study  Renee Blake  NYU Linguistics; Social and Cultural Analysis
Sara Franklin  NYU Gallatin School of Individualized Study
Steven Hahn  NYU History
Thuy Linh Tu  NYU Social and Cultural Analysis
Thomas Jacobs NYU Expository Writing Program
Tommaso Bardelli PEP Postdoctoral Fellow 2019-2021
Toral Gajarawala NYU Comparative Literature

PEP Postdoctoral Fellow 2018-2019; Binghamton University

Zhandarka Kurti Department of Sociology